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Introduction to
 AAA Literary Journal

Welcome! Thank you for reading AAA
Literary Journal. Our first edition is for
Asexual Awareness Week in 2020 and is
called "Journeys through the Liminal
Space: Aro, Agender, and Ace." 

We hope to publish more editions in the
future to raise awareness of the rich,
complex experiences of asexual,
aromantic, and agender folks. 

These works were published on our site
October 25-31, 2020, so check us out at
the link below to view each submission as
a web page and be sure to give our
contributors a follow on their social media:
https://aaaliteraryjournal.wordpress.com/

https://aaaliteraryjournal.wordpress.com/
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If it rhymes, it’s true
CharCharChar

Apples are red,
Arrows aren’t blue.
I am valid, 
and so are you.



You need no permission 
for what is already yours

C.Michelle



Scars
Amara Lynn

Content warnings: past trauma (non-consent mentions), dysphoria

Even with someone I trust so much
Sometimes a touch is just too much 
Sometimes instead of feeling sweet and tender 
My body and heart want to remember 
Though he insisted I should have resisted 
But I let him dig his hooks in
The scars are still there
Invisible 
On my heart



A scab to pick off
Elizabeth Ponds

Content warnings: compulsory sexuality, sex

Once again 
I wanted….
I wanted my 
Asexuality to be a scab 
I could pick off and flick
onto the carpet of my college apartment
where I had never fallen in love,
where I had let men and women, enbys and agenders, fall in love with me. 

I should be a hetero.
That was a fucking vibe all the way into year 21,
drinking cheap Walmart wine and swiping on Tinder
to see which guy looked pretty enough to maybe change me this time.
Wasn’t that a fucking vibe
to know that I would be fucking myself up
by letting him fuck me?
“Vibes” hadn’t entered the lexicon in 2017,
but it was there all the same. 

I said, hey, I’m capable.
I could respond appropriately.
My body needs no help.
So coffee and conversation and a self-sabotage invitation
Was in order.
He told me I could touch him,
and I don’t think he understood that bodies are just beautifully boring to me,
that I only wanted to be touched, to be loved, as I was told a woman should be.
And he did it right, as friends might say.
And that was a passion that I needed to brave. 

But it wasn’t mine and it wasn’t love
and I couldn’t sexually attract myself to him 
and I couldn’t want to give a fuck.
But it was a needing to want him to fuck me 
because of what I knew was heteronormativity.
The knowing isn’t enough,
because I also knew that this was right.
This was the only way
a woman can be happy.

My stomach roiled some hours into the darkness 
of my nakedness and a lack of discomfort with him
and the presence of discomfort with myself.
Laying with this thing I have to be 
to be happy 
when in all actuality
I exist as I am 
and am whole as I am 
and happy as I am 
if I could accept how I am
without the fucking vibes.



Complete
Lilly Moone



I put it on everyday 
Embroidered in my jeans
At the waistline
Reminding me to pretend.

I cut my hair
The way I like
A little bit dangerous
Just below my chin.

The flannel shirts are cute
with their plaid
The black ring 
On the middle 
Of my right hand
The casual style
Of the way I say 
I’m not interested
When asked about boys
And dating and clocks and dresses.

Of white lace and picket fence
And freedom surrendered
Willingly captive
To covenants and coordinated schedules
Weekends away, two between sheets, kisses
And can you pick up something for me at the store.

It isn’t that I think I’m better
Or that I condescend on the world
It isn’t a judgment or threat or cry for attention
Or the need to be unique.

Though everyone needs to be told that they matter
To someone, and there’s nothing wrong
With needing to be loved
In a way that I was made to be loved.

Not by a date or partner or spouse 
There are other ways than being 
Attracted 
To someone
In a sexual or romantic way.

But you do not know this
And neither do they
So I zip up my jeans
And pretend to be
Passing

Passing Privilege
Jenna DeWitt



It doesn't always work, Love
Kate Wood



Like a 
blank slate—

Am I gender void?

I’ve got “male” parts—
but sometimes I feel android.

As a small child it wasn’t unheard of
to see me to playing with dolls

but I would destroy all the Barbies
because they were unrealistic manifestations of beauty—

What gall!

Sometimes I’d dressed in drag and
did a fashion show for my little sis,
it felt no weirder to me than playing sports with the boys, digging for worms & 
catching crickets and other shit.

Sometimes I like to feel pretty
Sometimes I just want to hide away

I always want to smell pretty
The question is—how masculine or feminine today?

But masculinity and femininity—
 Seem like odd creations to me.

Never once have I actually felt like either
are really relevant to me.

If viewed in just my physical, naked, corporeal state
I understand that society would paint me one way.
But my physical body doesn’t define me in any real sense
so enough with the rewrites on my gender, okay?

 There is nothing wrong with the person
standing before you today
their gender identity may simply be one of none.
A state in which gender really doesn’t come into play.

I am agender
and to others it may seem like my gender is often in flux;

Because sometimes
I feel
Like
An
A 
   n
d
r
o

    i
d

Just trying to free myself
from your social constructs.

I am agender, but sometimes
I feel like an android

J.P.R.



Romantic
Elara

My life is a tale of discovery
Of unraveling this smothering tapestry 
Of lies draped over me

“You’re a cishet boy and there are only two genders” 
wrong
“Sex is as important a human need as food and water” 
wrong
“There is only sexual attraction and all other forms of attraction are aspects of sexual
attraction” 
wrong
“You’ll like it once you try it” 
wrong

Now I see

I break through the veil of
Cishetallo-normative lies
I’m trans, asexual, lesbian, nonbinary
But I still don’t understand everything

Split attraction
I learn, I separate romantic from nonexistent sexual
Aesthetic attraction
Said to be part of romantic attraction
But I see
It doesn’t have to be
I don’t have to want to date someone
Not to find them beautiful

Aesthetic attraction
Does not
Create
Romantic attraction
Not for me
I need a deeper connection
To know them first

And now I can see
Another part of me
This journey is beautiful
Every day I become more me
I am demiromantic too
And I am not broken



Ace Among Us
Ater



what am i?
i am someone who needs
to explain herself to everyone
she meets
where can i exist in peace?

what am i?
i don’t like anyone, i say
i’m just too young right now
and today is not the day
that i find myself

what am i?
everyone keeps asking
so i had to pick out a boy
who could hide me 
and help me avoid that question longer

what am i?
i am lost and i am alone
and i’ve gone through so many names
trying to find the right tone
that might describe me

Lost before labels
Lilly Moone



From my head to my toes, from hats to my shoes
I’ve got a closet full of black and blue hues.

And with a small assortment of some colorful frays
Isn’t it strange I still have some days
where I somehow end up dressed all in grays—
Is this my subconscious with something to say?

Come hither heather
through the layers of fog & ash
while clouds pewter & pebble
with each charcoaled shadow’s overpass
as graphite slates unto an anchored mass.

Who will next join me on a potentially romantic journey
as I lay here pondering on Cupid’s gurney—
Do I really have any real romantic inclinations
or is my life just riddled with social replication?

Because…

I’ve had many different relationships I’ve sort of explored
but for most I’ve failed to pull the ripcord of “what more?”

Dressed all in grays
J.P.R.



AroAce
WolfAmongRoses



A secret goodnight kiss
Next to red brick and ivy
I close my eyes
Blue sky to black

He’s using too much tongue
I don’t push him away
But it’s borderline gross
So I try not to think

I hold back, he pulls away
No words come to mind
My thoughts have fallen out
I’ve no plan for no spark

If only we could travel back
To before the strangeness of the kiss
To when I jumped at the normalcy of a boy’s interest
To before this nagging uncertainty began

The doubt caught hold of my heart
Pinned it down and latched on
Stripping away my light-hearted nature
Ripping up my picture perfect plan

I wish I hadn’t come out here
I need time to think this through
But he’ll be hurt if I push him away
My heart’s gone lumpy and bent out of shape

I can’t get rid of this feeling
Like constant ringing in my ears
I’m suffocating on unspoken words
I’m suffocating on his confused eyes

Two steeples, miles in between
Leaning in, but it’s risky
Flickering between yes and no
Supposedly an easy equation

I’m lost on a blank page
No pen strokes to guide me
I’ve lost myself in wanting to want him, 
or anyone

spark.less
CharCharChar



Those bushes look safe
I could slip away
Become one with the green
But I know that won’t solve anything

Let’s take a step back and count to ten
Maybe he’ll want to be friends
I’m afraid of where this might lead
To be held at the whim of my emotions

But the romance never shows
No head over heels
A dreamy fog rolls over his eyes
I am alone in my guilty sobriety



They won't remember 
how it felt

C.Michelle



Mirror
Elara

I looked into the mirror and I didn’t see me.
Only a stranger. A lie.
“How are you?” people asked. All the time. 
Did they really care?

For the first time I glimpsed what lay hidden. That secret truth.
I ran.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.”
 (They didn’t get to know the truth; nor did I)

I didn’t feel myself. I ate very little.
People worried. Or said they did.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.”
 (I didn’t want to eat, I didn’t know why, I do now)

I had love, briefly. It was wrong. False.
Not her. Me. I wasn’t me.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.”
 (But who am I)

My life was taken over by study, every waking moment consumed.
I wasn’t very good at it.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.” 
(I can’t think, no room to think, maybe a blessing)

I saw and lived a wider world.
Discovered life isn’t so limited as I believed.
My mind expanded. My thoughts ran wild.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.” 
(But who am I)

One cold afternoon alone with my thoughts. I looked beyond that veil again.
I didn’t run.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.” 
(I’m not who I thought I was)

I hunted information.
I searched both the internet and myself.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.” 
(Why did you keep this from me)



She. Her. Hers. Girl. Words that sparked joy.
I don’t know why it took me so long to understand.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.” (Is this who I am)

I talked to people. Some listened and loved.
Some didn’t.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.” 
(But you hate me for trying to be me)

I found others like me. I knew, for the first time, I wasn’t fake. 
Only lost.
I thought I could trust family. I was wrong.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.” 
(I’m alone and scared)

It was too much. Too much hate. I planned behind their back. I ran.
This time I ran towards myself.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.”
 (I have no home of my own)

A needle in my arm. A piece of paper with official words scribbled on it.
I stuck a patch on my side. A pill in my mouth. For the first time I breathed.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.” 
(I can cry again now)

I discovered deeper truths. Binary is false, life is infinite.
I lived a lie all my life. I was broken. Lost. Betrayed.
“How are you?”
“I’m fine.” 
(Maybe one day)

I found love again. She loved the real me. Not the mask.
She was like me. She understood.
“How are you?”
“I’m healing.”
I looked in the mirror and I saw me.
In all my beautiful, scarred glory, I saw me.



I am not the type to get emotional
but it hurts when you say
all humans were created for sex
that romance is the purpose
for us being thrust upon this forsaken Earth

I am not the type to need constant reassurance
I can get by on my own
But it hurts when you tell me that’s wrong
That I should need someone 
that humans need a body 
to touch to kiss to love
if they are to be healthy and whole

I am not the type to cry out Justice for myself
though I will fight for you any day
but tonight it aches, rends me, destroys
my hope that one day you will see me 
as human.

Maybe I’m just not your type.

A-positive
Jenna DeWitt



A shoutout to the liars
Kate Wood

Content warnings: sexual violence, acephobia



What's in a name?
Amara Lynn

A name isn’t something you choose 
Yet it wants indelible power over you

A name tells people what to call you, what to think 
A name is more than letters pressed in ink
Your name is something you can choose 
It doesn’t have to hold power over you 
Unless you want it to
A name can empower too

What’s in a name?
More than some will ever know 
Perhaps with time they’ll learn and grow



Burn it to the ground
C.Michelle



Precisely because I am Asexual 
(not because I am also

Biromantic), 
I am queer.

Elizabeth Ponds

Content warnings: compulsory sexuality, sex

Definition of Asexual: Someone who does not experience sexual attraction to anyone. The
opposite of allosexual. Often combined with a romantic orientation, such as panromantic,
biromantic, homoromantic, heteroromantic, or aromantic. An asexual is not heterosexual and
around 25% of asexuals identify on the transgender spectrum (Pryzbylo, 2019). Around 2-3% of
humans identify somewhere on the Asexual spectrum, with identities like gray-asexual or
demisexual, and their identities are just as queer as mine if they so choose to label themselves
that way.
 
Precisely because I am Asexual…
One of the most formative parts of my identity was pushed into the basement of allo-normativity
until I was 21 years old.
I regularly feel alienated from the cishet community as well as the queer community
I have few vocal allies
I do not see my identity represented in popular culture
I have felt so alone in my experience that despair and depression were ever present from age 11
to 21
 
I have been broken up with because I didn’t love “correctly”
I have been raped and then gaslighted
 (so I believed that I deserved it, because I am asexual)
 
My experiences have been laughed at
My identity has been treated with condescension by a medical professional (when I was 21)
My identity has been invalidated and ignored
I have to carefully consider whether to be my authentic self in any new environment or
workplace because I often do not feel safe coming out 
(due to past trauma and fear of corrective rape)

If I do decide to come out or if I am outed, I have to have my emotional guard up constantly to
prepare to defend my existence or educate people who probably don’t even care 
(It is easier to be quiet, and so I mostly still am unless I’m around people I trust)

Issues within my community are never considered “pressing” because they are hidden or often
intersect with “women’s issues” like domestic violence and sexual assault, which are also never
considered very pressing.
 



I have been told that I would change my mind about:
not being sexually attracted to men (I really can’t)
not being interested in sex (this is not the definition of asexuality)
not getting married (I really don’t care)
being who I am (this is conversion therapy) 

I have been assumed to be lesbian because:
I didn’t show interest in dating until I was 21
I had a pixie cut once
I defended my fellow queer folk 

I have been told that I am straight because:
I have dated two masculine-presenting people in my life
straight is the default 

I have been told that I should remain single because:
 the only reason to date and marry is to consummate and procreate 
– to do to otherwise is against God 

I have been told to shut up because:        
nobody cares        
I am not important        
my identity is not real        
my identity is a malfunction to be fixed      
it’s annoying for the allos to hear about asexuality existing every six months or so 

I have believed that I am not worth loving
I have believed I was broken
I have believed I was an alien for so long that somewhere in my mind I still don’t see myself as 
fully human or fully a woman        

I have been told I am not a real woman 

I have believed I would never be loved as I really am 

And yet, in that believing I would never be loved, I decided I could love myself. When nobody
else I knew was talking about Asexuality, when I had been regularly invalidated and lacked any
secure attachments or community, I said something, I came out and I kept coming out over
and over and over again. 

Precisely because I am vocal about my asexuality… 
I have learned that I am far from the only one with this experience
I have been thanked for providing representation
I have been honored to listen to dozens of friends question whether they might be on the
asexual spectrum too
I have helped friends understand themselves better
I have created more authentic friendships and communities around myself
I have been understood and listened to
I have been loved for who I am and not for who others want me to be
I have been able to communicate my needs, feelings, and boundaries in my current romantic
relationship 
I have been the President of my college’s LGBTQ organization, publicly as my biromantic
asexual self



I have interned at an LGBTQ nonprofit, publicly as my biromantic asexual self
I have written and published 8+ articles about asexuality
I have completed my MSW internship at an LGBTQ nonprofit publicly as my biromantic asexual
self
I have created a curriculum and started a bi-monthly support group for Asexual and
Aromantic youth
I have presented my research on inclusion of asexual and aromantic youth to LGBTQ centers
across the nation 

And maybe one day the queer professionals I have respected and bared my soul to will
actually include the “A” in LGBTQIA, and it won’t be for “ally”
yes @ everyone who has listened to me and loved me but stops just short of naming me 
in their mission statement 

Because I am vocal about my Asexuality…
I have learned that most of my asexual friends/acquaintances around my age have been
sexually abused when they entered romantic relationships
I have learned just how often allosexual people believe asexual people should conform to the
status quo in relationships (that asexual people must undergo conversion therapy, force
themselves to be something they’re not, or else deal with never loving and being loved)
I have been told to be quiet by people whose idea of inclusion is “gay, lesbian, and maybe
bisexual”
I have been outed by a queer “friend” in an unsafe environment
I have been told by “friends” that they would rather die than be asexual and that they could
never date someone like me
I have longed for the day when I do not have to be a constant educator about asexuality to
exist in my authenticity  

Precisely because I am Asexual… 
My existence dismantles societal assumptions on gender, sexuality, romantic attraction, ways
of being in relationship, and ways of being human
My empathy for others will never stop expanding – I know what it’s like to be forgotten
I speak up for the voiceless, for the invisible, for the oppressed, for the marginalized, wherever
and whoever they are
I step back when my voice is not the one that needs to be currently heard
I listen to my friends talk about their experiences that intersect at different roads than mine
and then do my research to dismantle my ignorance
because my Black friends and my Latino friends and my trans friends are not my professors… 

It is because I am Asexual that
I became a writer
I became an advocate
I became a social worker. 

Precisely because I am Asexual,
I am a supportive friend and loving partner.
I am alien.
I am queer.
I am human.
I am me.     
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Make new bodies, 
make new spaces

C.Michelle
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